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Project Overview:
The Nurse Family Partnership model has been evaluated via three RCTs. The Coalition for
Evidence Based Policy rates the program as having top tier evidence, and CO NFP is attempting to
improve their take up rates with Medicaid referrals. Colorado has a particularly high migration
rate, and ongoing resource constraints make connecting with eligible beneficiaries particularly
difficult for social service agencies. Furthermore, CO NFP began receiving lists of probable NFP
eligible-Medicaid members in 2015 with very limited member contact information, making
connecting with eligible beneficiaries particularly challenging. The goal of this project was to test
whether a postcard sent to those members prior to a telephone call would increase program
uptake (relative to the current process, which involves a telephone call without a prior postcard).
Outcome Variables to Be Analyzed:
The partnering organization provided the following outcome categories for each participant of
this study:
● Already enrolled in another program
● Did not meet NFP criteria
● Duplicate
● Enrolled in NFP
● Invalid contact information
● Pending
● Program full
● Refused participation
● Transferred to another site
● Unable to locate
Appendix A provides comprehensive definition for each outcome distinction. The definitions were
provided by the partnering organization.
As will be discussed later in this document, we will estimate both the intent-to-treat and the
treatment-on-treated effects. We will include cases with the following outcomes (with notes in
parentheses indicating whether each outcome is coded as take-up or no take-up):
●

Already enrolled in another program (No Take-up)
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Did not meet NFP criteria (No Take-up)
Duplicate (No Take-up)
Enrolled in NFP (Yes Take-up)
Invalid contact information (No Take-up)
Refused participation (No Take-up)
Transferred to another site (No Take-up)
Unable to locate (No Take-up)

Not that we are excluding cases with “Pending” and “Program Full” outcomes from analysis. Our
decision to exclude these cases was based on the fact that under a full implementation these
particular outcomes might be at least partially preventable via adjustments to the program and, in
any event, might not appear with the same relative frequencies as observed in our data..
To create our program take-up variable, we will define a “yes” take-up as those participants who
received the “Enrolled in NFP” distinction. This indicates that the participant actively selected into
the NFP program after receiving a phone call from a qualified nurse. Our take-up outcome is
coded a “no” for all other distinctions.
Statistical Models:
Randomization Checks
The dataset provided to use does not include any additional participant-level covariates to the test
individual balance checks. However, we will implement checks to ensure that assignment to the
treatment was not dependent on the individual months included within the dataset.
Treatment Effects - Intent to Treat
We will estimate the causal effect of the intent to treat using linear OLS regression. In our basic
OLS specification, we will regress the outcome of interest (i.e., the indicator of NFP program take
up) on an indicator variable for assignment to treatment (i.e., receiving the postcard intervention)
and a set of month-by-month indicators because treatment was assigned within month (i.e., this is
a block randomized experiment with month as the blocking variable).
Thus, our main regression specification is:
outcomei = ∝ + β postcardi + μm + εi

(1)

where outcomei is an indicator variable for the outcome of interest for individual i, postcardi , is an
indicator variable equal to one if the respondent was randomized for assignment to treatment , X ′i
is a vector of μm are month fixed effects (dummy variables), and εi is an idiosyncratic error term.
The coefficient on the treatment indicator variable is the estimate of the causal effect of the intent
to treat.
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Treatment Effects - Treatment on the Treated
We will estimate treatment on the treated using an extension of Equation (1):
outcomei = ∝ + β1postcardi + β2phonei + β3(postcardi * phonei ) + μm + εi
where we add a binary indicator ( β2phonei ) which is equal to one for those where actually
contacted by nurse through a phone call to make an active decision on services and zero if they did
not have a documented phone contact. Additionally, we add an interaction term (
postcardi * phonei ) which will provide the effect of the receiving the postcard of those individuals
who were contacted by a qualified nurse and made an active decision on service take-up. The
interactive coefficient is the estimate of the causal effect of the treatment on the treated. The
remaining components of Equation (2) are the same as specified within Equation (1).
Standard Error Adjustments
In our primary analysis, we will estimate heteroskedasticity robust standard errors. To
complement our primary analysis, we will calculate HC2 standard errors and exact standard
errors.
Inference Criteria:
We will use standard inference criteria. We will use two-tailed tests and three threshold p-values:
1%, 5%, and 10%. Given the very small cost of the intervention and the prior evidence on the
effect of the NFP program, any effect we can detect statistically is certainly policy relevant.
Data Exclusion:
We will exclude observations that do not have a outcome distinction or where the outcome
distinction is not aligned with the category definitions provided by the partnering organization.
Limitations:
There are three main limitations of this study. First, the data provided does not include
demographic variables and thus limits our ability to estimate heterogeneous effects. Second,
individuals included in the study in its last few months (between April 2017 and July 2017) were
assigned to treatment in one large batch in the final month, so the timecourse of treatment may
have been different for many of them than for individuals included in the earlier months of the
study. Additionally, this does not allow for us to precisely estimate a how treatment effects might
vary by month although it will allow comparisons of April, May, June and July.

(2)
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Appendix A: Outcome Definitions
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